MapAnything for Salesforce,
the most comprehensive field
productivity solution native
to Salesforce, makes field
reps more effective, efficient,
and profitable by visualizing
Salesforce data on a map, and
creating optimized schedules
and routes for field execution.

The leading map-based data visualization tool native to Salesforce, MapAnything offers a full suite of services
including optimized territory design, scheduling and routing, and live tracking.
• Easily access and better understand Salesforce data on a map
• Ensure revenue goals are met with account prioritization
• Build effective sales and marketing alignment plans with smooth execution
• Make better data-driven decisions while in the field

“MapAnything has completely transformed and accelerated ROI from Salesforce. This tool allows us to visualize
our data, making immediately obvious instances and trends which were otherwise hidden within our data. A must
have for our field sales and services organizations.”
Kevin Leveille, President, Score Selling, LLC

MapAnything enables customers to design optimal territories, create optimal schedules, and map optimal routes enabling field
reps to service more accounts in less time. This helps companies to maximize resources, drive productivity and revenue, and
increase territory control and visibility, all while reducing expenses.

Optimized Routing
Plan and optimize an entire week with the click of a button, so field reps
can spend more time with customers and less time behind a windshield.

Priority Scheduling
Prioritize visits based on Einstein® Score, Pardot® Score, potential
revenue, and more to spend the most time with the most valuable
customers and prospects.

Data Visualization
Surface valuable Salesforce data on a map-centric interface to gain
insights and create a path for future growth.

Turbocharged Lead Gen
Access necessary data to turbocharge your prospecting efforts and
marketing campaigns, fill schedule gaps with nearby opportunities,
and more.

About MapAnything
MapAnything offers the industry’s leading geo-enabled field productivity solutions that leverage mapping and optimization
technologies. We enable our customers to maximize the productivity of their sales and service resources.
MapAnything is the only global Enterprise Platform that allows the user to go from Territory Design and Planning, thru
to Field Execution and Visualization of results.
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